
Discover the Exciting World of Suspense with
"Includes Four Complete Novels: Chosen,
Infidel, Renegade, and Chaos"
Overview

If you are a fan of thrilling suspense novels that keep you on the edge of your
seat, then you're in for a treat. With "Includes Four Complete Novels: Chosen,
Infidel, Renegade, and Chaos," you'll delve into a captivating world of action,
mystery, and intrigue. This collection of page-turners promises to hook you from
the very first chapter, taking you on an unforgettable journey through the minds of
complex characters and the depths of gripping plots.

Chosen: When Fate Decides

In "Chosen," the first novel in this collection, you'll meet Sarah, a seemingly
ordinary woman who becomes entangled in a dangerous game of cat and mouse.
As she unravels the truth behind her mysterious past, Sarah discovers a shocking
secret that links her to an ancient prophecy. With lethal forces closing in on her,
she must embrace her destiny and harness her hidden powers to save herself
and those she holds dear.

Infidel: Crossing Boundaries

The second novel, "Infidel," introduces readers to Jack, a skilled undercover
operative with a dark past. Tasked with infiltrating a powerful terrorist
organization, Jack must navigate a treacherous world of deceit, betrayal, and
shifting loyalties. As he fights to dismantle the threat from within, he questions his
own allegiances and risks everything for the greater good.
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Renegade: From Justice to Vengeance

"Renegade," the third novel in this collection, follows Emma, a former detective
seeking justice for her slain partner. As she uncovers a web of corruption and
conspiracy within the police force, Emma becomes a vigilante, dispensing her
own brand of justice to bring down the powerful individuals responsible. Bound by
her unwavering determination, she embarks on a gripping quest for truth, no
matter the cost.

Chaos: The Battle Within

The final novel, "Chaos," takes readers into a post-apocalyptic world where
humanity fights for survival against an otherworldly threat. Amidst the ruins, a
group of unlikely heroes emerges, each possessing unique abilities that hold the
key to humanity's salvation. As they navigate perilous landscapes and encounter
unimaginable horrors, they must confront their own inner demons to preserve
what remains of their world.
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With "Includes Four Complete Novels: Chosen, Infidel, Renegade, and Chaos,"
you'll experience an adrenaline-filled ride through the minds of captivating
characters who face extraordinary circumstances. From ancient prophecies to
international espionage, from seeking justice to battling supernatural forces,
these four novels offer a diverse range of suspenseful narratives that are sure to
leave you wanting more.
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The future of two worlds lies in the hands of four teenagers.

Thomas Hunter, supreme commander of the Forest Guard, has seen a great evil
decimate much of his beautiful world. With a dwindling army and an epic threat,
Thomas is forced to supplement his army with newùyoungùrecruits. From
thousands, four will be chosen to lead a special mission.

But these four have been assigned a higher task that even Thomas doesnÆt
know about. They must find the seven lost Books of History before the Dark One
does. These seven books have immense power over the past, present, and
future, controlling not only the destiny of their world . . . but that of ours as well.

The first four novels of the best-selling Lost Books seriesùnow in a single volume.
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Discover the Most Beautiful and Captivating
Fifteen Compilation of Poems That Will Touch
Your Soul!
: Poetry is a magical form of expression that has been captivating
readers for centuries. From famous poets such as William Shakespeare
and Emily Dickinson to modern-day...

Infidel The Lost: Unraveling the Hidden Secrets
of an Ancient Civilization
Have you ever wondered about lost civilizations and the mysteries they
carry? Unearthed from the depths of time, the enigma of Infidel The Lost
has captured the imaginations...

Unveiling the Untold Stories of Napoleon and
His Marshals Macdonell – What History Books
Don't Teach You!
The Rise of Napoleon Bonaparte When we think of the greatest military
leaders in history, Napoleon Bonaparte is a name that invariably comes
to mind. Born on August 15,...

Spudd The Mark Carroll Story - From Underdog
to Athletic Legend!
The Beginnings of a Champion In the world of sports, there are stories
that inspire, give hope, and make us believe in the power of the human
spirit. The story of Spudd...
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Unlocking the Power of Prime Numbers: A
Comprehensive Guide to Factors, Multiples,
and KS4 Maths in Secondary School
Secondary school can be a challenging time for students, especially
when it comes to math. From understanding complex concepts to solving
intricate equations,...

Accidental Love Accidental Crush: When
Unexpected Connections Bloom
The Unpredictable Nature of Love and Unexpected Connections Love,
they say, is a mysterious force that can strike at any time. Sometimes, it
comes in the form of an...

The Enigmatic Depths of Made In Abyss Vol 1
by Akihito Tsukushi: A Journey into a
Captivating World
Welcome to the captivating world of Made In Abyss, a thrilling manga
series that takes readers on an unforgettable adventure. In this article,
we will delve into the first...
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